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ABSTRACT 

Understanding nucleation phenomena is crucial across all branches of physical and natural 

sciences. Colloidal nanocrystals are among the most versatile and tunable synthetic 

nanomaterials. While huge steps have been made in their synthetic development, synthesis by 

design is still impeded by the lack of knowledge of reaction mechanisms. Here, we report on 

the investigation of the reaction intermediates in high temperature syntheses of copper 

nanocrystals by a variety of techniques, including X-ray absorption at a synchrotron source 

using a customized in-situ cell. We reveal unique insights into the chemical nature of the 

reaction intermediates and into their role in determining the final shape of the metal 
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nanocrystals. Overall, this study highlights the importance of understanding the chemistry 

behind nucleation as a key parameter to predict synthetic pathways for shape-controlled 

nanocrystals. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Monodisperse metal nanocrystals (NCs) with well-defined size and shape continue to offer 

new opportunities in current materials research, spanning from catalysis to energy conversion 

and biomedicine.1–4 Colloidal chemistry is a powerful synthetic tool to access NCs with a 

level of tunability which is superior to other techniques.1–9 Often developed by a trial-and-

error approach, synthetic routes commonly employ metal salts as precursors, organic ligands 

or surfactants to stabilize the intermediates and the final product, often a reducing agent, and 

a carrier solvent.4–9 The final NC products are sensitive to several parameters, including 

temperature, atmosphere, reaction time, overall volume, as well as the time and rate of 

injection of additional reactants.4–9 Despite the numerous reported procedures, the 

understanding of the reaction pathways, and how they relate to the NC size and shape 

remains limited. General guidelines and theoretical descriptions of reaction 

parameters/size/shape relations are reported in the literature.4–9 In recent years, the 

development of in-situ techniques based on X-ray spectroscopy and electron microscopy has 

enabled progress in the understanding of NC formation.10–45 However, most of these studies 

focus on low temperature syntheses in aqueous solution, which are easier to monitor without 

sophisticated in-situ set-ups. Furthermore, most of them describe the post-nucleation stage 

and aim at corroborating theoretical models for size control rather than for shape control. 10–45  

Here, we report an integrated approach to investigate the reaction intermediates during 

high temperature syntheses of shape-controlled Cu NCs. We chose Cu NCs as our model 

system for a number of reasons. They have been lately at the forefront of materials chemistry 
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research, especially due to their shape-dependent catalytic properties.46–52 Additionally, Cu is 

included in a variety of promising multinary compounds (e.g. CuInS2
53, Cu3VS4

54, copper 

vanadates55, copper ferrites56); thus, understanding its chemistry is important in order to 

rationally develop the synthesis of these more complex systems as the next step. 

Unfortunately, the synthesis of Cu NCs is still in a primitive state compared to Au and Ag in 

terms of the variety of attainable shapes.2,57 One of the underlying reasons for this is the 

difficulty in reducing Cu(II) or Cu(I) precursors and the susceptibility of Cu to oxidation 

when working in aqueous solution, which is the most common environment for the synthesis 

of noble metal NCs.2,57 As a result of these challenges, Cu NCs have mostly been synthesized 

in organic solvents by us and by others.49,52,58–61,62 Nevertheless, a rational strategy for 

synthesis design to produce them with controllable shapes is lacking. In this study, we focus 

on a set of reactions of copper bromide (CuBr) in oleylamine (OLAM), which form spheres 

or cubes in the presence of trioctylphospine (TOP) or trioctylphosphine oxide (TOPO), 

respectively.52 

We investigate these syntheses by in-situ X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) in a 

custom-made flask reactor combined with ex-situ techniques, which include Nuclear 

Magnetic Resonance (NMR) spectroscopy, mass spectrometry (MS), X-Ray Diffraction 

(XRD) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM). From the collected kinetic data, we 

correlate the chemical nature of the reaction intermediates to their conversion kinetics into Cu 

nuclei and eventually to the formation of Cu spheres and cubes. Thanks to these findings, we 

explain the formation of Cu octahedra occurring at a higher temperature and we learn how to 

modulate the reaction conditions in a predictive manner to obtain Cu tetrahedra, which have 

not been previously synthesized. 
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EXPERIMENTAL SECTION 

Chemicals. Oleylamine (OLAM, technical grade, 70%), tri-n-octylphosphine (TOP, 

technical grade 90%), tri-n-octylphosphine oxide (TOPO, technical grade 90% and 99%) and 

copper(I) bromide (CuBr, 98%) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. Hexane (anhydrous, 

95%) was purchased from TCI Deutschland GmbH and ethanol (anhydrous, 95%) was 

purchased from Acros. All of these chemicals were used as received without further 

purification. 

Synthesis of shape-controlled Cu NCs.  

Cu spheres: OLAM (35 mL) was introduced into a three-neck flask and kept under 

vacuum for 30 min. Then, CuBr (3 mmol) was added, and the flask was purged under N2 for 

15 min. Afterwards, the solution was heated to 80°C, and held at that temperature for 15 min. 

TOP (6 mmol) was injected into the flask; the temperature was then raised to 260°C with a 

heating ramp of around 10°C/min and maintained for 1 h (Figure S1, temperature profile). 

The solution was then cooled down by removing the heating mantle. The content of the flask 

was divided into 4 x 50 mL centrifuge tubes, around 30 mL of an ethanol/hexane mixture 

(1:2 v/v) was added to each of them and the product was collected by centrifugation at 5000 

rpm for 10 minutes. After two dissolution/precipitation cycles, the NCs were suspended in 

anhydrous hexane for further analysis. 

Cu cubes: OLAM (10 mL) and TOPO (25 mmol) were introduced into a three-neck flask 

and kept under vacuum for 30 min. Afterwards, CuBr (3 mmol) was added and the resulting 

solution was heated to 80°C; the temperature was maintained for 15 min. The temperature 

was then raised to 260°C with a heating ramp of around 10°C/min and maintained for 1 h 

(Figure S1, temperature profile). The solution was then cooled to 60°C by removing the 

heating mantle. The content of the flask was divided into 2 x 50 mL centrifuge tubes, around 

25 mL of an ethanol/hexane mixture (1:2 v/v) was added to each of them and the product was 
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collected by centrifugation at 5000 rpm for 10 minutes. After two dissolution/precipitation 

cycles, the NCs were suspended in anhydrous hexane for further analysis.  

As a side note, TOPO 90% and 99% are both suitable for the synthesis of nanocubes. The 

TOPO 99% leads to a higher reaction yield. 

  Cu octahedra: CuBr (2 mmol) was added to 4.48 mmol of TOP in a vial in a N2 glove 

box and this solution was heated at 80°C for 1 h to form a Cu-TOP complex. In parallel, 

OLAM (20 mL) was degassed under dynamic vacuum at 80°C for 1 h in a three-neck flask, 

after which the temperature was raised to 335°C. Once the solvent temperature was stable, 

the Cu-TOP solution was rapidly injected and the mixture was stirred for 20 min at 335°C, 

during which the solution turned reddish-brown. After this time, the heating mantle was 

withdrawn to cool the mixture. The content of the flask was divided into 3 x 50 mL 

centrifuge tubes, 20 mL of an ethanol/hexane mixture (1:2 v/v) was added to each of them 

and the product was  collected by centrifugation at 5000 rpm for 10 minutes. After two 

dissolution/precipitation cycles, the NCs were suspended in anhydrous hexane for further 

analysis. 

  Cu tetrahedra: CuBr (2 mmol), TOPO (4.48 mmol) and degassed OLAM (2 mL) were 

heated to 80°C in a vial under nitrogen for 1 h. In the meantime, OLAM (18 mL) was 

degassed under dynamic vacuum at 80°C for 1 h in a three-neck flask, after which the 

temperature was raised to 300°C. Once the temperature was stable, the CuBr/TOPO/OLAM 

mixture was injected dropwise (0.8 mL/min) into the hot OLAM. The mixture was stirred for 

20 min. After this time, the solution was cooled down naturally by removing the heating 

mantle. The content of the flask was divided into 3 x 50 mL centrifuge tubes, 20 mL of an 

ethanol/hexane mixture (1:2 v/v) was added to each of them and the product was collected by 

centrifugation at 5000 rpm for 10 minutes. After two dissolution/precipitation cycles, the 

NCs were suspended in anhydrous hexane for further analysis. 
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In-situ X-Ray Absorption Characterization. In-situ X-Ray Absorption Spectroscopy 

(XAS) measurements were performed at the Swiss-Norwegian beamlines BM31 at the 

European Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF) in France. XAS data was acquired in 

transmission mode with 30 cm ionization chambers with appropriate gas fillings. All in-situ 

experiments were carried out using our custom cell. The flight path through the sample was 

adjusted between 5 and 20 mm, depending on the concentration of the reaction mixture, to 

optimize the XAS signal. Beam size was adjusted to cover the entire smaller window surface 

(Ø=5 mm) and the cell was aligned with XYZ and two rotational motions with respect to the 

beam path. XANES spectra were acquired continuously every 20 s. As an internal energy 

standard, a Cu foil was inserted between two ionization chambers downstream from the 

sample cell. As the position of Cu foil did not change over time all observed changes are the 

result of the samples’ chemistry. The spectra were normalized using standard procedures 

using the presto-pronto software consisting of a full GUI program suitable for the analysis of 

large data sets. The references were prepared from commercially available powders co-

ground with BN in ratios corresponding to 2.5 attenuation length for each material.  

 

Ex-situ Characterization.  

Matrix-Assisted Laser Desorption/Ionization Time-of-Flight Mass Spectrometry 

(MALDI-TOF-MS). MALDI-TOF-MS analysis was performed using a Microflex 

instrument (Bruker Daltonics, Bremen, Germany). The instrument was operated in both 

positive and negative linear ion modes and each spectrum was collected using an average of 

500 laser shots. Samples were prepared under N2 atmosphere by combining analyte mixtures 

with trans-2-[3-(4-tert-butylphenyl)-2-methyl-2-propenylidene]malononitrile (DCTB) and 

then drop-casting the mixture onto a MALDI sample plate.  
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Electrospray Ionization Mass Spectrometry (ESI-MS). ESI-MS measurements were 

performed on an QExactive HF Orbitrap-FT-MS instrument, (Thermo Fisher Scientific, 

Bremen, Germany) coupled to an automated chip-based nanoelectrospray device (Triversa 

Nanomate, Advion, Ithaca, USA). Electrospray ionization was conducted at a capillary 

voltage of 1.4 kV and nitrogen nanoflow of 0.15 psi. MS experiments were performed in the 

positive ion mode. 

Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR). All NMR spectra were recorded on a Bruker 

AVANCE III HD 400 spectrometer fitted with a 5 mm BBFOz probe, operating at 400.13 

MHz for 1H NMR spectra and 161.98 MHz for 31P{1H} NMR spectra. 1H NMR chemical 

shifts were referenced internally to residual solvent resonances (d6-benzene, δH = 7.16 ppm; 

d8-toluene, δH = 7.09 ppm), calibrated against an external standard (SiMe4, where δH = 0 

ppm). DOSY 1H NMR spectra were recorded by first measuring a 1D 1H NMR spectrum and 

taking note of the center line of the spectrum, the sweep width, the number of scans (ns = 8), 

and the receiver gain. Using these same parameters, further 1D 1H NMR spectra were 

recorded using 5% and 95% gradient strengths. Typically, using a gradient length of 1000 µs, 

recovery delay of 100 µs and a diffusion delay of 50 ms gave satisfactory signal intensities at 

5% and 95% gradient strengths. 2D DOSY NMR spectra were then recorded from 128 points 

using a linear gradient-strength ramp between 5% and 95% gradient strengths. Diffusion 

coefficients were obtained from fitting DOSY NMR resonances using Bruker Topspin 

software. 

Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM). TEM images were recorded on an 

Analytical JEOL-2100F FETEM using a beam energy of 120 kV, equipped with a Gatan 

camera. Samples were prepared by depositing one drop of the hexane solution containing the 

nanoparticles on the surface of copper grids (Ted Pella, Inc.). Size statistics were performed 

using the software ImageJ and counting 200 particles per sample. 
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X-ray Diffractometry (XRD). XRD measurements were conducted on a BRUKER D8 

Advance diffractometer with Cu Kα radiation equipped with a Bruker LynxEye one-

dimensional energy dispersive detector. The diffractometer operated at 40 kV and 40 mA 

with a Cu Kα source with wavelength of λ = 1.54 Å. Samples were prepared by drop-casting 

nanoparticles on low background silicon holders, previously washed with isopropanol and 

acetone. 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

In the synthesis of Cu spheres and cubes, CuBr is used as the Cu precursor and OLAM as 

the solvent and supposed reducing agent; TOP or TOPO are employed as the supposed 

shape-directing ligands, with TOP promoting the formation of Cu spheres and TOPO 

promoting the formation of Cu cubes. The reaction schemes along with the TEM images are 

reported in Figure 1A. The rendering of the custom-made cell is shown in Figure 1B. This 

cell mimics a typical laboratory three-neck round-bottom flask, where colloidal NC syntheses 

are usually performed. Compared to the only two previous studies using a similar set-up16,38, 

the cell includes additional features, i.e. flight-path regulation and kapton windows. The latter 

provide this set-up with more flexibility in terms of extending the accessible X-ray energy 

range down to 5 keV, and thus it is not limited to hard and semi-hard X-rays.  
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Figure 1. (A) Reaction scheme and representative TEM images of the Cu spheres and the 

Cu cubes studied in this work. (B) Rendering of the in-situ XAS reaction flask. 

 

Below we discuss in-situ XAS measurements to monitor the compositional and structural 

changes during the three distinctive steps of the synthetic procedure (Figure S1): 1) the 

temperature plateau at 80°C; 2) the heating ramp from 80°C to 260°C; and 3) the temperature 

plateau at 260°C. We interpret these results in the context of formation of reaction 

intermediates and their conversion kinetics into Cu(0) nuclei, subsequently growing into Cu 

NCs. Finally, we correlate the conversion kinetics to the shape of the NC products. 
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Identification of the reaction intermediates.  

In the synthesis of both cubic and spherical Cu NCs, the reaction mixture is heated at 80°C 

for 15 minutes before starting the temperature ramp to 260°C. The first goal was to 

understand the reactions of the Cu precursor (CuBr) during this stage. Figure 2A summarizes 

our findings; details of sample preparation and data fitting are reported in the Supporting 

Information. We found that CuBr forms the pseudo-tetrahedral CuBr(OLAM)3 complex 

when dissolved in OLAM. Reaction of this complex with TOPO yields the monometallic, 

heteroleptic CuBr(OLAM)2(TOPO) complex through incomplete ligand exchange. In 

contrast, reaction with TOP completely substitutes all three OLAM ligands, yielding the 

bimetallic {CuBr(TOP)2}2 complex, where the two metal centers are bridged by µ2-bromide 

ligands. 

 

Figure 2. (A) Complexes formed at 80°C from reactions of CuBr(OLAM)3 with TOPO 

and TOP, where TOP, TOPO and OLAM ligands are represented by their donor atoms P, O 

and N, respectively. (B) In-situ EXAFS spectra, all measured at the 80°C plateau. (C) 1H 

NMR spectra of reaction mixtures after cooling from 80°C to room temperature; the spectrum 
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for OLAM is included for comparison. OLAM CH2NH2 resonances are highlighted in red, 

the broadened CH2NH2 resonances are marked by * and shown separately in the inset plot. 

(D) 31P{1H} NMR spectra of TOPO- and TOP-containing mixtures, as well as the free 

ligands for comparison; the purple arrow highlights the shift of the phosphine upon 

coordination to Cu(I). (E) Mass spectra of reaction mixtures, measured by MALDI-ToF for 

TOPO and TOP complexes, and ESI-MS for the OLAM complex; M is the molecular ion, 

and the fragmentation or adduct formation required to give the simulated isotope patterns 

(gray) is indicated. 

 

Using the in-situ reaction flask described above, we obtained the Extended X-Ray 

Absorption Fine Structure (EXAFS) spectra for the reaction mixtures during the 15-minute 

plateau at 80°C (Figure 2B). For the CuBr/OLAM mixture, the best fit of the data included 

one Cu–Br scattering path (r = 2.35 ± 0.05 Å) and three equivalent Cu–N paths (r = 1.97 ± 

0.06 Å) (Table S1), thereby describing a pseudo-tetrahedral coordination geometry (Figures 

S2, S3). A shoulder in the EXAFS spectrum was accounted for by including a Cu⋯H close 

contact (r = 1.25 ± 0.03 Å), which could arise due to a nearby proton from an OLAM ligand. 

For the CuBr(OLAM)3/TOPO mixture (Figures S4, S5), very poor fits were obtained using 

CuBr(OLAM)3 or CuBr(TOPO)3 models, and satisfactory fits were only obtained by using a 

mixture of Cu–O and Cu–N scattering paths in the model (r, Cu–O = 2.05 ± 0.04 Å) (Table 

S2). Whilst this indicates that the substitution of OLAM by TOPO does occur, it is 

incomplete at 80°C. Finally, the EXAFS spectrum that was measured after addition of TOP 

to the CuBr(OLAM)3 solution was fitted using two Cu–P paths (r = 2.26 ± 0.04 Å) and two 

equivalent Cu–Br paths (r = 2.37 ± 0.02 Å) (Tables S3, S4), consistent with a halide-bridged 

bimetallic structure (Figures S6- S8).  
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A number of ex-situ measurements were carried out to further support these structures, 

(Figures S9-S16 and Table S5). By 1H NMR spectroscopy (Figure 2C), coordination of 

OLAM to the Cu(I) center in CuBr(OLAM)3 was apparent from the disappearance of the 

amino-proton resonance (NH2; 0.49 ppm for OLAM in d6-benzene). Furthermore, the nearby 

methylene resonance (i.e. CH2NH2; 2.52 ppm for OLAM in d6-benzene) was severely 

broadened and also shifted by +0.27 ppm. Such broadening is expected upon coordination to 

the metal center, based on the quadrupolar moment of Cu that induces fast relaxation of 

nearby protons. Surprisingly, the room-temperature 1H NMR spectrum of CuBr(OLAM)3 

was essentially unchanged in the mixture with TOPO, and no free OLAM was observed even 

with a four-times excess of TOPO present in the mixture. Considering that CuBr(OLAM)3 

gave a poor fit to the EXAFS data at 80°C, we suspect that there is an equilibrium between 

CuBr(OLAM)3 and CuBr(OLAM)3–𝑥(TOPO)𝑥, where the former is preferred at low 

temperature and substitution by TOPO only occurs at higher temperature. In contrast, starker 

changes were observed in the 1H NMR spectrum after addition of TOP to CuBr(OLAM)3, 

where free OLAM was observed by the recovery of the amino- and methylene-protons at 

0.49 and 2.52 ppm, respectively. All three OLAM ligands were completely substituted by 

only 2 equivalents of TOP, further supporting the {CuBr(TOP)2}2 formulation derived from 

the EXAFS spectrum (Figure S8). 

Similar observations were made by 31P{1H} NMR spectroscopy, where the 31P resonance 

for TOPO in the mixture with CuBr(OLAM)3 was essentially unchanged in comparison with 

free TOPO (Figure 2D). In the case of TOP, the formation of {CuBr(TOP)2}2 induced a 

prominent shift in the 31P resonance, such that the metal-phosphine resonance was observed 

at –22.1 ppm (–32.3 ppm for free TOP). Significant broadening of this resonance was also 

observed, again providing evidence for coordination to Cu(I). 
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Variable temperature NMR (Figures S12, S14, S16) and DFT calculations (Table S6) 

were in agreement with the substitution of OLAM by TOP being extremely favored even at 

room temperature while the substitution by TOPO possibly occurring only as the temperature 

raises.  

Finally, molecular ion peaks were observed for all three of the proposed structures by 

mass spectrometry (Figure 2E): [CuBr(OLAM)3 –CH3 –2H]+ was found with an average 

mass at 929 m/z using electrospray ionization (ESI); [CuBr(OLAM)2(TOPO) –Br +2H]+ was 

found at 987 m/z using matrix-assisted LASER desorption/ionization time-of-flight (MALDI-

ToF); and one moiety of {CuBr(TOP)2}2 was observed using the same technique, i.e. 

[CuBr(TOP)2 + 2H]+, at 887 m/z. 

 

Conversion kinetics of the reaction intermediates into Cu(0) nuclei.  

After understanding the reactions occurring at the 80°C plateau, we performed in-situ 

XAS measurements during the next two steps of the synthesis procedure. Results for the 

heating ramp from 80°C to 260°C and for the 1 h plateau at 260°C are reported in Figure 3 

and Figure 4, respectively.  

Figure 3A,B shows the X-Ray Absorption Near-Edge Structure (XANES) data acquired 

during the heating ramp. If one focuses on the Cu pre-edge feature, which is around 8982 eV, 

a progressive increase in intensity begins on commencing the heating ramp from 80°C both 

for the synthesis involving TOP (Figure 3A) and for the synthesis involving TOPO (Figure 

3B).  

To de-convolute the contributions of Cu(0), Cu(I) and Cu(II) to the Cu pre-edge, 

difference plots were extracted (Figure S17). From these, we plotted the intensities 

corresponding to the three Cu species normalized by the highest measured value, over time 

(Figure 3C,D). In the synthesis with TOP (Figure 3C), a faster increase of the Cu(0) signal 
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compared to Cu(I) and Cu(II) emerges during the ramp. Instead, when TOPO is used in the 

reaction (Figure 3D), the normalized intensities of Cu(0), Cu(I), Cu(II) follow the same 

kinetics during the heating ramp. 

The simultaneous presence of the three Cu oxidation states in the XANES spectra suggests 

the occurrence of a disproportionation reaction in both syntheses. Experimental evidence of 

the disproportionation reaction is the color change from an initially pale yellow solution, 

containing the dissolved Cu(I) complexes, to red-brown upon formation of Cu(0). After 

centrifugation of the product, the remaining supernatant is light blue, which indicates the 

presence of Cu(II). 
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Figure 3. (A,B) Color maps of normalized XANES spectra collected during the heating 

ramp in the synthesis of Cu spheres and Cu cubes, respectively. (C,D) Intensities of the 

Cu(0), Cu(I), and Cu(II) pre-edges in the synthesis of Cu spheres and Cu cubes, respectively, 

normalized by the highest value observed during the ramp. 

 

In a disproportionation reaction, we expect Cu(I) species to transform into equal quantities 

of Cu(0) and Cu(II). A certain equilibrium between the three species should be established at 

each temperature, being governed by the respective solvation energies, and corresponding to 

a fixed mass ratio. This behavior is exactly what we observe in the case of TOPO. Instead, in 

the case of TOP, the Cu(0) signal increases faster during the ramp compared to the other two 

species. To explain such a shift from the disproportionation equilibrium, we propose that the 

Cu(0) atoms assemble into stable Cu nuclei, thus no longer participating in the three-species 

equilibrium. Hence, we attribute the surge in the Cu(0) signal to the nucleation event. TEM 

on reaction aliquots corroborates this hypothesis as small Cu nanoparticles are observed 

starting at 150°C in the reaction with TOP (Figure S18). On the contrary, no to very little 

precipitate is collected during the heating ramp in the case of the reaction with TOPO. Here, 

small Cu nanoparticles are collected only when the temperature reaches 255°C (Figures S19, 

S20). 

If now we turn to the data collected during the temperature plateau at 260°C (Figure 4), 

while the spectra cease to evolve in the TOP reaction, changes are visible for the TOPO 

reaction (Figure 4A). In particular, an increase of the Cu(0) signal and a concomitant 

decrease of the Cu(I) and Cu(II) signals are observed. To analyze the changes in more detail, 

we plot the intensities, normalized by the highest measured value, versus time (Figure 4B). It 

is evident that 10 minutes after the plateau is reached, a rapid increase of the Cu(0) signal 
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starts, which indicates a shift in the disproportionation equilibrium due to the formation of 

Cu(0) nuclei.  

 

Figure 4. (A) Stack plots of the Cu K-edge spectra collected at the 260ºC plateau in the 

synthesis of Cu spheres and Cu cubes, respectively. (B) Intensities of the Cu(0), Cu(I), and 

Cu(II) pre-edges in the synthesis of Cu cubes, normalized by the highest value measured.  
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Based on all of the observations above, we propose that the nucleation event, manifesting 

itself as a shift in the disproportionation equilibrium, occurs during the ramp for the synthesis 

of Cu spheres with TOP and during the plateau at 260ºC for the synthesis of Cu cubes with 

TOPO. With knowledge of the nature of the initial Cu(I) intermediate complexes and the 

obtained kinetics data, we can now correlate the two and then discuss the impact of the 

reaction kinetics on the final NC shape.  

 

Correlating the chemical nature of the reaction intermediates to their conversion 

kinetics.  

The kinetic data from the in-situ XAS experiments reveal that the disproportionation of the 

TOP complex starts at lower temperature in comparison with the TOPO complex. In the TOP 

complex, the metal-ligand bond is stronger. However, since the two Cu(I) centers are pre-

arranged in proximity of one another due to its bimetallic nature, the inner-sphere electron 

transfer and rearrangement of bromide ligands that occurs during disproportionation is 

expected to be favored (Scheme 1). For the monometallic TOPO complex, the metal-ligand 

bond is weaker. Yet, two equivalents of CuBr(OLAM)2(TOPO) must first approach one 

another and possibly associate in order for the electron transfer step to proceed (Scheme 1). 

DFT computations revealed that, despite the expected differences in metal-ligand bond 

strengths, the free energy of disproportionation is comparable for the two complexes (Table 

S6). Therefore, we must consider the kinetic implications of the Cu(I) intermediate structures, 

which emerge from the experimental evidences above, rather than the thermodynamics. We 

can rationalize the lower rate of disproportionation for the TOPO complex from the fact that 

two molecules are required for the reaction, and that during the heating ramp, there is a low 

equilibrium concentration of the Cu(I)-TOPO complex. An appreciable amount of Cu(I)-
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TOPO is only obtained at high temperature, which is where we observe its 

disproportionation.  

 

  

Scheme 1. Summary of the disproportionation pathways of {CuBr(TOP)2}2 and 

CuBr(OLAM)2(TOPO) complexes, where TOP, TOPO and OLAM ligands are represented 

by their donor atoms P, O and N, respectively. Oxidation states for Cu in each step are given. 

Square brackets indicate possible intermediate species that are expected to undergo rapid 

conversion to more stable forms (i.e. Cu(0) nuclei). 

 

In addition to the disproportionation of the Cu-TOP and Cu-TOPO complexes, direct 

reduction of the CuBr percursor to Cu(0) nuclei should be considered. The strength of the 

reducing agent is an important parameter in low temperature syntheses of metallic 

nanocrystals.3,32 Specifically, strong reducing agents usually result in the formation of NCs 

with equilibrium shapes. 3,32 Instead, milder reducing agents drive the reaction under kinetic 

control.3,32 In our system, TOPO is not a reducing agent and TOP is unlikely to reduce metals 

in the absence of any oxygen source.63 OLAM is the most plausible reducing agent and, 

moreover, it is present in large excess compared to TOP and TOPO in both Cu NC syntheses. 
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Therefore, the direct reduction of CuBr by OLAM, if any, would contribute to the generation 

of Cu(0) during the synthesis of Cu spheres and of Cu cubes equally.  

 

Impact of the conversion kinetics on the Cu NC shape.  

It is well established that precise control over NC shape can be accomplished by 

manipulating the reaction conditions (e.g. temperature, capping agents, precursor 

concentration). Depending on the chosen synthetic parameters, syntheses can be conducted 

under thermodynamic or kinetic regimes, giving access to NCs with different shapes.3–9 More 

precisely, if a synthesis is thermodynamically driven, the NC will assume its equilibrium 

shape corresponding to the global minimum in Gibbs free energy, whereas, if a synthesis is 

kinetically driven, the NC will assume different shapes corresponding to local minima.7 The 

competition between thermodynamic and kinetic products can be directed by varying the 

temperature and the monomer flux.3–9 In particular, high temperature and/or low monomer 

flux favor the thermodynamic regime, while low temperature and/or high monomer flux lead 

to an end product dictated by the kinetic regime.3–9  

For a fcc metal, such as Cu, the energetic sequence of the specific surface energies of the 

low-index crystallographic facets is γ{111} < γ{100} < γ{110}.64 Based on this trend, the 

single crystal seeds should be thermodynamically stable as an octahedron where the {111} 

facets are all exposed on the surface. However, one should also consider that the NC will 

assume the shape which allows for the minimization of the total surface free energy. Because 

the resulting octahedron would possess a larger surface area than a cube of the same volume, 

the actual thermodynamically stable shape is a truncated octahedron enclosed by the {111} 

and {100} facets, which can be regarded as a quasi-sphere for smaller size particles.2,7 

Considering the above discussion, Cu NCs with other shapes (i.e. cubes, tetrahedra, etc.) will 

be kinetic products. 
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At this point, it remains to be defined what the monomers are. Across the literature, 

monomers are referred to as “the active species involved in the nucleation event”.3–9 The two 

common nucleation pathways to metallic NCs include 1) the aggregation of zero valent atoms 

and 2) the formation of multicenter cluster complexes by unreduced metal species prior to 

full reduction to the metallic state.3,39 Ideally, EXAFS combined with X-Ray scattering and 

relative PDF analysis can help in catching the nucleation event and in identifying the actual 

monomer species.39 Unfortunately, we could not perform such analyses during our syntheses 

because of the low concentrations of the involved species. Thus, we are unable to conclude as 

to whether 1) or 2) is the preferred nucleation pathway. Nevertheless, Cu(0) forms as a result 

of the disproportionation of the reaction intermediates. While recognizing that Cu(I) and 

Cu(II) intermediates can play a role in the nucleation step65, we tentatively posit that Cu(0) 

forms the monomers in our system. Having established this, we can assume that the 

conversion kinetics of the reaction intermediates into Cu(0) are representative of the 

monomer flux. 

With TOP, the shift in the disproportionation equilibrium (Figure 3C) suggests that a 

gradual flux of Cu(0) monomers is generated during the heating ramp from 80°C until the 

260°C plateau; thus, the reaction is under thermodynamic control and quasi-spheres are 

ultimately achieved. Instead, in the case of TOPO, a sudden increase of Cu(0) occurs at the 

260°C temperature plateau (Figure 4C). This high monomer flux in solution allows us to 

obtain kinetic products (i.e. cubes). Previous studies have reported selective binding of 

OLAM or Br– to the (100) facets as being responsible of the final cubic shape.60 Yet, we 

found no convincing evidence of the presence of OLAM or Br– on the surface of the Cu NCs 

by XPS or FT-IR (Figures S21-S22). Furthermore, equivalent cubic or octahedral Cu NCs 

were obtained using CuCl as the Cu(I) source instead of CuBr (Figure S23). 
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Having correlated the conversion kinetics of the intermediates to the Cu(0) monomer flux 

and the final shape of the NC products, we decided to explore the free energy landscape of 

the reaction. The goal was to access other kinetic products, such as octahedra and tetrahedra. 

To the best of our knowledge, the latter have not been produced by any synthetic approach so 

far. To add more degrees of freedom in the reaction parameter space, we sought to investigate 

the monomer flux further through a series of reactions involving the injection of the pre-

formed Cu complexes directly at high temperature (260ºC, 300ºC, 335ºC). The results are 

summarized in Figure 5. A rapid injection will induce a high flux, whereas a dropwise 

injection will lead to a lower monomer flux for the same reaction temperature. As the 

temperature raises, two phenomena occur. On one side, the conversion kinetics of the 

intermediates, and thus the monomer flux, are increased for the same injection modality, 

which favor a kinetic regime. Concomitantly, the rate of surface atom diffusion during the 

growth also increases, eventually favoring thermodynamically controlled products. These two 

opposite effects need to be considered when interpreting the results reported below. 

The injection of the pre-formed CuBr(OLAM)2(TOPO) complex (obtained by reacting 

CuBr, OLAM and TOPO at 80ºC for 1 h) into OLAM at 260ºC induces a rapid color change 

to orange, which indicates the formation of Cu(0), and finally leads to the formation of 

nanocubes with truncated corners, both with a dropwise (0.8 mL/min) (Figure 5A) and with 

a rapid injection (within seconds) (Figure 5B). When the temperature is increased to 335ºC, 

spheres are isolated as the final product after dropwise injection (Figure 5C). Instead, 

nanocubes, though with smooth corners, are obtained with the rapid injection at this higher 

temperature (Figure 5D). 

Interestingly, the injection of pre-formed {CuBr(TOP)2}2 (obtained by reacting CuBr and 

TOP at 80ºC for 1 h) into OLAM at 260ºC results in a subtle color change and produces 

spherical NCs both with a dropwise injection (Figure 5E) and with a rapid injection (Figure 
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5F), though in a very yield for the latter. When the temperature is increased at 335ºC, the 

dropwise injection leads to the formation of larger spheres (Figure 5G). Conversely, the 

rapid injection results in the formation of Cu octahedra as the final product (Figure 5G, 

Figures S24-S26). Independently from the temperature and the modality, the injection of the 

{CuBr(TOP)2}2 is always accompanied by a delayed color change of the reaction mixture 

(around 30 seconds for the rapid injection at 335ºC) from pale yellow to orange.  

 

 

Figure 5. Representative TEM images of Cu NCs obtained after: (A,B) dropwise and 

rapid injection of CuBr(OLAM)2(TOPO) at 260°C, respectively; (C,D) dropwise and rapid 

injection of CuBr(OLAM)2(TOPO) at 335°C, respectively; (E,F) dropwise and rapid 

injection of {CuBr(TOP)2}2 at 260°C, respectively; (G,H) dropwise and rapid injection of 

{CuBr(TOP)2}2 at 335°C, respectively.  

 

To explain these results, we have to consider that when preformed Cu-TOP and Cu-TOPO 

complexes are injected at high temperature, the rate of disproportionation is determined by 
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the associated thermodynamic barriers rather than their concentrations. The fact that the 

disproportion is slightly less endergonic for the Cu(I)-TOPO complex than the Cu(I)-TOP 

(Table S6) is in line with the experimental observation of slower conversion kinetics for the 

latter.  

As indicated by the quick color change in solution, the CuBr(OLAM)2(TOPO) complex 

undergoes a very rapid disproportionation, resulting in a high monomer flux. A kinetic 

regime is established at 260ºC independently from the injection modality and cubes are 

obtained as the final product (Figure 5A,B). A rapid injection at 335ºC also leads to the 

formation of cubes (Figure 5D). Instead the combination of a dropwise injection, which 

lowers the flux, and higher temperature at 335ºC brings the system under thermodynamic 

control and quasi-spherical NCs are obtained (Figure 5C). 

The higher free energy associated with the {CuBr(TOP)2}2 disproportionation lowers the 

overall Cu(0) monomer flux. Thus, the thermodynamically stable quasi-spheres are obtained 

at 260ºC, independent from the injection modality (Figure 5E,F), and at 335ºC with the 

dropwise injection (Figure 5G). However, the rapid injection at 335°C allows the access to 

an intermediate regime where octahedral NCs are obtained (Figure 5H). 

It is worth noting that the above discussion refers only to shape control, which is the focus 

of this study. Size variation among the NC products obtained in the different reactions can be 

explained by correlating the reaction conditions to the monomers consumed during the 

nucleation stage versus those remaining for the growth. As a general comment, bigger NCs 

can be obtained with the more slowly converting {CuBr(TOP)2}2 because less nuclei form, 

leaving more monomers available for the growth. 

Finally, we predicted that by fine tuning the conditions that give octahedra, we could 

obtain shapes corresponding to other local minima. Indeed, carrying out a dropwise injection 

of the rapidly converting CuBr(OLAM)2(TOPO) at 300ºC resulted in tetrahedral Cu NCs 
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(Figure 6, Figure S24), which have not been previously reported. For a more reliable 

morphological analysis, the Cu tetrahedra NCs were tilted at different angles during TEM 

(Figure S27) and SEM images were also collected (Figure S28). 

 

Figure 6. (A) Representative TEM image of Cu tetrahedra (33 ± 4 nm) obtained by 

dropwise injection of CuBr(OLAM)2(TOPO) into OLAM at 300°C. (B) TEM images and 

models of Cu tetrahedra in three common orientations, corresponding to those particles 

labeled with the same numbers in (A). 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

In conclusion, we have studied the colloidal synthesis of Cu NCs as one example of NC 

formation in organic solvents, using a variety of techniques including in-situ XAS in a 

custom-made reaction cell. Learning about the reaction kinetics was key in order to correlate 

the chemical nature of the identified reaction intermediates to the Cu(0) monomer flux, which 

in turn explains the shape of the final NC products. With follow-up experiments, we explored 

further the applicability of the acquired knowledge and uncovered a new synthetic route 

towards monodisperse Cu tetrahedra, a shape which had not yet been isolated. Based on these 

results, a correlation between the final Cu NC shape and the monomer flux can be finally 

established (Figure 7). With truncated octahedra, octahedra, cubes and tetrahedra, we have 

not yet exhausted the shapes achievable from single crystal seeds (Figure S20). Further 
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manipulation of the reaction conditions (i.e. a faster precursor injection, which represents a 

technical challenge at this moment) might provide access to additional Cu polyhedrons, such 

as rhombic dodecahedra. 

 

Figure 7. Schematic illustration of the free energy landscape for the Cu NC synthesis. The 

total Gibbs Free Energy is plotted versus the increasing monomer flux. A low flux of Cu (0) 

monomers generates the thermodynamically stable Cu quasi-spheres, which occupy the 

global energy minimum. Higher monomer fluxes provide access to other kinetic products 

which correspond to local minima. The relative Gibbs free energies are assumed based on the 

specific surface energies γ{111} < γ{100} < γ{110}. 

 

As a general lesson on the synthesis of colloidal metal NCs, we have learned that the 

choice of the precursor and the identification of the reaction intermediates are crucial to 

enable a more rational approach to shape control. 
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